Tory Leather company was established in 1976 as a manufacturer of products for the Equestrian Industry. Because most horse people have dogs and love leather we were asked to make collars and leashes out of the same leather that we use on our horse products. Tory is one of the few manufacturers left in the United States who uses American Leather and Old World American Craftsman in the making of our collars and leashes.
Flat Collars In Various Styles

3/4” Plain Creased Collars With Brass Buckles And Dees

1500 3/4” ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER PLAIN CREASED COLLAR WITH A BRASS BUCKLE AND DEE
Sizes 12 - 26
1500 H Havana  1500 O Oakbark

3/4” Saddle Stitched Collars With Brass Buckles And Dees

1503 3/4” ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER COLLAR WITH SADDLE STITCHED EDGES AND A BRASS BUCKLE AND DEE
Sizes 12 - 26
1503 H Havana  1503 O Oakbark

Wide Plain Collar With Brass Buckles And Dees

1536 OAKBARK ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER COLLAR WITH BRASS BUCKLE AND DEE
Sizes 12 - 26
SIZES 12 - 18 ARE 7/8” WIDE
SIZES 20 - 26 ARE 1” WIDE

Martingale Collar With Brass Buckles And Dees

1540 H MARTINGALE COLLAR WITH BRASS BUCKLE AND DEES
Sizes 16 - 26

The Martingale Collar is constructed with two loops - one around the dog’s neck and one connecting the two dee rings on the main collar. The collar is to be fastened so that it is comfortable for the dog. When the leash is fastened to the dee ring on the small loop, pressure will be applied to the dog’s neck when it pulls or tries to escape the collar.

This collar can be a great training tool as it is more corrective than a plain collar but not as harsh as a choke chain or other types of control collars.

THE 1” WIDE LEATHER OFFERS A WIDER AREA OF PRESSURE THAN A NARROW COLLAR MAKING IT LESS LIKELY TO DAMAGE THE DOG’S NECK.

The collar size is 2” larger than the neck size.
Example: 14” Neck uses a 16” Collar
Rolled Collars In Three Colors

Rolled Collars With Brass Buckles And Dees

1506 ROLLED COLLARS WITH THE END TABS BEING FLAT WITH THE REST ROLLED AND A BRASS BUCKLE AND DEE
Sizes 12 - 26
1506 B BLACK 1506 H HAVANA 1506 O OAKBARK
SIZES 12 - 18 ARE 5/8” WIDE SIZES 20 - 22 ARE 3/4” WIDE
SIZES 24 AND 26 ARE 1” WIDE

Clincher Collars In Two Widths

3/4” Wide Clincher Collar

3/4” ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER COLLARS WITH A STRIP OF METAL CLINCHERS DOWN THE CENTER OF THE COLLAR
Sizes 12 - 26
1537 HAVANA COLLAR WITH BRASS CLINCHERS, BUCKLE AND DEES
1538 OAKBARK COLLAR WITH BRASS CLINCHERS, BUCKLE AND DEES
1539 BLACK COLLAR WITH NICKEL CLINCHERS, BUCKLE AND DEES

1” Wide Clincher Collar

1” ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER COLLARS WITH A STRIP OF METAL CLINCHERS DOWN THE CENTER OF THE COLLAR
Sizes 16 - 26
1525 HAVANA COLLAR WITH BRASS CLINCHERS, BUCKLE AND DEES
1526 OAKBARK COLLAR WITH BRASS CLINCHERS, BUCKLE AND DEES
1527 BLACK COLLAR WITH NICKEL CLINCHERS, BUCKLE AND DEES

1” wide clincher collars start at size 16 because of the difficulty of putting the large clinchers on such a small area of collar. Use the 3/4” wide collars for the smaller dogs.
Raised Collars

3/4” Raised And Stitched Collars With Brass Buckles And Dees

1501 3/4” ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER ROUND RAISED AND STITCHED COLLARS WITH
A BRASS BUCKLE AND DEE
Sizes 12 - 26
1501 B Black  1501 H Havana  1501 O Oakbark

5/8” Narrow Raised and Stitched Collars With Double Leather Keepers For The Smaller Dogs

1509 5/8” ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER NARROW RAISED AND STITCHED COLLARS WITH
DOUBLE LEATHER KEEPERS AND A BRASS BUCKLE AND DEE
Sizes 16 - 26
1509 B Black  1509 H Havana  1509 O Oakbark

Raised Collars With A Space For A Name Plate

3/4” Raised And Stitched Collars With A Flat Space For A Name Plate
We Do Not Sell Nameplates

1504 3/4” ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER ROUND RAISED AND STITCHED COLLARS WITH A FLAT
SPACE FOR A NAMEPLATE AND A BRASS BUCKLE AND DEE
Sizes 12 - 26
1504 B Black  1504 H Havana  1504 O Oakbark

5/8” Narrow Raised And Stitched Collars With A Flat Space For A Name Plate
This beautiful collar features:

- Heavy Double Keepers
- Saddle Stitched Edges
- English Squared Off Point
- Brass Buckle And Dee

1518 5/8” ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER DELUXE RAISED AND STITCHED COLLARS WITH A FLAT
SPACE FOR A NAMEPLATE AND A BRASS BUCKLE AND DEE
Sizes 12 - 26
1518 H Havana  1518 O Oakbark

NAME PLATES ARE NOT INCLUDED - WE DO NOT SELL NAME PLATES
Laced Collars
3/4” English Bridle Leather Laced Collars With Brass Buckles And Dees

1502  3/4” ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER LACED COLLAR WITH A BRASS BUCKLE AND DEE
Sizes 12 - 26
1502 H Havana       1502 O Oakbark

3/4” Laced Collars With A Flat Area For a Name Plate

1505  3/4” ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER LACED COLLAR WITH A FLAT SPACE FOR A NAMEPLATE
AND A BRASS BUCKLE AND DEE
Sizes 12 - 26
1505 H Havana       1505 O Oakbark

NAME PLATES ARE NOT INCLUDED - WE DO NOT SELL NAME PLATES

Collars With A Braided Strip Down The Center
Stitched Collars With A Strip Of Braided Leather

1519  3/4” ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER
STITCHED COLLAR WITH A STRIP OF
BRAIDED LEATHER DOWN THE CENTER
WITH A BRASS BUCKLE AND DEE
Sizes 12 - 26
1519 B Black
1519 H Havana
1519 O Oakbark

The collar size is 2” larger than the neck size.
Example: 14” Neck uses a 16” Collar
Padded Collars

*Padded Collars In Five Colors*

- **3/4” ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER STITCHED COLLAR WITH A FOLDED SOFT LEATHER BACKING THAT MAKES THE COLLAR 1” AND A BRASS BUCKLE AND DEE**
  - Sizes 12 - 26
  - The soft padded back of these collars keep the hair from catching on the collar edges

- **5/8” ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER STITCHED COLLAR WITH A FOLDED LEATHER THAT MAKES A SOFT Padded BACKING. THERE ARE TWO DEES WITH THE ONE BEING IN THE MIDDLE WHICH MAKES IT EASIER TO HOOK THE LEASH. BUCKLES AND DEES ARE BRASS.**
  - Sizes 12 - 26
  - 1530 OAKBARK / GREEN
  - 1531 BLACK / BLACK
  - 1532 HAVANA / HAVANA

- **1” Padded Collars With Leather Tab Ends And Center Overlay**
  - 1” MILLED LEATHER STITCHED COLLAR BACKED WITH SOFT MILLED LEATHER ROLLED TO MAKE A SOFT PADDING, LEATHER END TABS AND A STRIP OF BRIDLE LEATHER OVERLAY AS TRIM DOWN THE CENTER. BUCKLE AND DEE ARE BRASS.
  - Sizes 12 - 26
  - 1522 MILLED OAKBARK LEATHER WITH OAKBARK TAB ENDS AND HAVANA OVERLAY TRIM
  - 1523 MILLED BLACK LEATHER WITH BLACK TAB ENDS AND BLACK OVERLAY TRIM
Collars For The Sportsmen

Shot Shell Collars

1508 H 7/8” ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER HAVANA COLLAR WITH A BRASS BUCKLE AND DEE AND A BRASS SHOT SHELL FOR DECORATION ON THE LEATHER KEEPER
Sizes 16 - 26

1571 H 3/4” x 6’ ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER HAVANA LEASH WITH A BRASS SHOT SHELL ATTACHED TO A FLARED LEATHER AREA WHERE THE HANDLE JOINS THE LEASH AND A BRASS SNAP

Hunting Dog Safety Collars

1535 1” OAKBARK ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER SAFETY COLLAR WITH THE RING OPPOSITE THE BUCKLE FOR A SAFETY FEATURE IF THE DOG GETS CAUGHT AND FOR EASE IN FASTENING THE LEASH. BRASS BUCKLE, RING AND DEE.
Sizes 12 - 26

This is called a Safety Collar because if the collar is attached loosely, the ring allows the dog to roll it off the neck if he is caught on brush while in the field

Couplers For Two Dogs

1554 COUPLER FOR SHOWING IN BRACE OR WALKING TWO DOGS ON THE SAME LEASH.
TWO 5/8” X 6” STRAPS WITH A BRASS RING AND SNAPS TO HOOK TO COLLARS.

1554 B Black  1554 H Havana  1554 O Oakbark

The 16” spread gives enough space to walk two dogs in comfort on one leash
Bridle Leather Leashes

1/2” Leashes For The Smaller Dogs

1559 1/2” x 5’ FULL STITCHED LEASH MADE OF HEAVY ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER WITH A BRASS SNAP

1559 B Black 1559 H Havana 1559 O Oakbark

3/4” Flat Creased Leashes With A Flat Handle

1550 3/4” x 6’ PLAIN CREASED LEASH MADE OF HEAVY ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER WITH A BRASS SNAP

1550 H Havana 1550 O Oakbark

3/4” Flat Creased Leash With Decorative Shot Shell

1571 H 3/4” x 6’ HAVANA ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER LEASH WITH A BRASS SHOT SHELL ATTACHED TO A FLARED AREA WHERE THE HANDLE GOES INTO THE STRAP WITH A BRASS SNAP
**Bridle Leather Leashes**

### 3/4" Black Leashes With Nickel Snaps

**3/4" x 6' Leash**
- 1551 BN 3/4" X 6' BLACK FLAT CREASED LEASH MADE OF HEAVY ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER WITH A ROLLED HAND HOLD AND A NICKEL SNAP

**3/4" x 4' Leash**
- 1553 BN 3/4" X 4' BLACK FLAT CREASED LEASH MADE OF HEAVY ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER WITH A ROLLED HAND HOLD AND A NICKEL SNAP

### 3 Lengths Of Leashes With Rolled Hand Holds

**3/4" x 6' Leash**
- 1551 3/4" X 6' FLAT CREASED LEASH MADE OF HEAVY ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER WITH A ROLLED HAND HOLD AND A BRASS SNAP
  - 1551 B BLACK
  - 1551 H HAVANA
  - 1551 O OAKBARK
  - 3/4" x 2' Leash

**3/4" x 4' Leash**
- 1553 3/4" X 4' FLAT CREASED LEASH MADE OF HEAVY ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER WITH A ROLLED HAND HOLD AND A BRASS SNAP
  - 1553 B BLACK
  - 1553 H HAVANA
  - 1553 O OAKBARK

### Traffic Leashes

**1579 H 3/4" X 1' HAVANA FLAT CREASED LEASH MADE OF HEAVY ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER WITH A BRASS SNAP**
Bridle Leather Leashes

5/8” X 6’ Split Twist Leashes

1558 5/8” X 6’ CREASED LEASH MADE OF HEAVY ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER WITH A SPLIT TWIST ON EACH END AND A BRASS SNAP

1558 B BLACK      1558 H HAVANA
1558 O OAKBARK

5/8” X 5’ Laced Leashes

1552 3/4” X 5’ LEASH MADE OF HEAVY ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER WITH OVERLAY LACING IN THE CENTER OF THE LEASH, A FLAT HANDLE AND A BRASS SNAP

1552 H HAVANA
1552 O OAKBARK

5’ Rolled Slip Leashes

1567 5’ ROLLED SLIP LEASH WITH A BRASS RING

1567 B BLACK      1567 H HAVANA
1567 O OAKBARK
Bridle Leather Rolled Leashes
Rolled Leashes In 6’ and 4’ Lengths

1570  6’  ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER ROLLED LEASH WITH A BRASS SNAP
1570 B BLACK  1570 H HAVANA
1570 O  OAKBARK

1569  4’  ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER ROLLED LEASH WITH A BRASS SNAP
1569 B BLACK  1569 H HAVANA
1569 O  OAKBARK

Braided Cotton Leashes
Cotton Leashes In 4’and 2’ Lengths

1577  1” x  4’  SOFT, FLAT BRAIDED COTTON LEASH WITH A NICKEL SNAP
1577 B BLACK
1577 G  DARK GREEN
1577 N  NAVY
1577 WT WHITE

1578  1” x  2’  SOFT, FLAT BRAIDED COTTON LEASH WITH A NICKEL SNAP
1578 B BLACK
1578 G  DARK GREEN
1578 N  NAVY
1578 WT WHITE

Good Lengths and a Great Feeling Leash
Jaeger Leash
(pronounced YEAGER)

Ideal for people who hunt with dogs, joggers and walkers or anyone who wants a HANDS FREE LEASH

1575  3/4” HAVANA JAEGER LEASH
ENGLISH BRIDLE LEATHER LEASH WITH BRASS SNAPS AND DEES. THERE IS A BOLT SNAP TO HOOK TO THE COLLAR AND A SMALLER SNAP ON THE OTHER END THAT WHEN HOOKED TO EITHER OF THE TWO DEES MAKES DIFFERENT USES FOR THE LEASH.

Derived from the German Jaeger (hunter) style hunting lead, our leash is Made in the U.S.A. from American English Bridle Leather with BRASS Hardware.

Different Uses For The Jaeger Leash

LONG LEASH WITH HANDLE
Using the smaller snap, hook onto the top Dee Ring and it becomes an 82” leash with a handle.

SHORTER LEASH WITH HANDLE
Using the smaller snap, hook onto the bottom Dee Ring and it becomes an 50” leash with a handle.

HANDS FREE LEASH
Using the smaller snap, hook onto the bottom Dee Ring or the center O Ring and it allows the handler to slip the leash over his head and around his shoulder to make a Hands Free leash.

TEMPORARY TIE
Snap the small snap around a tree or other object onto the center O Ring to make a temporary tie for the dog.